Canadian psychiatrists develop

BENEFICIAL BRAIN-WASHING

Neurotics listen to long-playing records of their private fears under a new treatment called the "dynamic implant"

By Jacqueline Moore
Here's a stylish example of the new TRIM LOOK in collar styles

New Arrow Arden $499

The collar style you see above is Arrow Arden—growing in popularity by leaps and bounds.

"And with reason! For Arden exemplifies that the Trim Look is in the style of the modern man's dress. Other popular Arrow collar styles include the Arrow Arden, Arrow Arden and Arrow Arden, and all new Arrow shirts feature the Trim Look. If you order now, we'll send you a free sample of our new shirt making machine."

Get the trim-looking Arrow Arden at your bargain store near you. Ask for $4.99, Chas. Prang & Co. of Canada Ltd. makers of Arrow Shirts.

Other popular Arrow Trim Look collar styles.
LISTERINE ANTI-SEPTIC STOPS BAD BREATH EFFECTIVELY!